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We generated the expected PSF using the simulation code MAOS. For the Mauna Kea seeing model, we adopted the model by Anderson (2010) 

which is based on the seeing testing profile at the TMT site (13N; Elms et al. 2009). Also, we include the Subaru enclosure turbulence at altitude 0m 

to be consistent with the seeing statistics with Subaru. Three conditions, namely, good (25%), moderate (50%), and bad (75%) are considered.

The simulation configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The diameters of field-of-view considered are D=10', 15', and 20'. We put four guide stars 

(LGS/NGS) and four tip-tilt and focus guide stars. The deformable secondary mirror has 921 actuators.

With these configurations, we generated the PSFs at the centre of FoV, at r=1/4D, and at D.

1. Scientific Objectives

2. GLAO simulations

4. Simulation of Observations. I. Imaging

5. Simulation of Observations. II. Spectroscopy

             Fig.1: Configurations of guide stars (stars: 

LGS/NGS, blue points: TTFGS) and positions to 

measure PSFs (red symbols) on the simulation FoV.

           Fig. 2: Wavefront Errors with different 

seeing conditions. ‘Probability’ (Y-axis) shows 

good (0.25), moderate (0.5), bad (0.75) seeing 

conditions. Different colors indicate different 

FoV: blue: 10’ , green: 15’ , red: 20’ .
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         Fig.3: GLAO performance under different 

seeing conditions and in different wavelengths. 

Different colors indicate different FoV: blue: 

10’ , green: 15’ , red: 20’ .
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Fig. 4: Examples of PSFs in K-band.

Image size is 1.8”.

The sample galaxies are taken from the deep multi-band imaging survey MUSYC (Quadri et al. 2007) for the CDF-S field. There are deep imaging data taken 

with HST WFC3/IR by CANDELS team (Cardamone et al. 2010), and extensive catalogue of spectroscopic redshifts is available thanks to the spectroscopic 

surveys with VLT etc. We adopted BzK color selection (Daddi et al. 2004) to select actively star-forming and passively evolving galaxies at z~2.

We chose two redshift ranges for simulations: 1.3<z<1.7 and 2.1<z<2.6. In these redshift ranges major emission lines in rest-frame optical wavelengths such 

as Hα, Hβ, [OII] and [OIII] fall within the atmospheric windows (J, H, K-bands).

We convolved the images of distant galaxies (modeled with GALFIT) with simulated PSFs of GLAO, as well as with diffraction-limited 

PSFs and those in natural seeing. Noise has been added assuming total on-source exposure time of 5 hours.

We used WFC3/IR images of the sample galaxies. Since WFC3/IR image resolution 

(FWHM ~0.18”) is not fine enough to simulate the images with GLAO, we fitted the profiles 

with GALFIT and constructed the model galaxy profiles to be used as inputs to observation 

simulations. The brightness of simulated K-band images has been corrected to match the 

observed (with ground-based telescopes) K-band brightness of the sample galaxies.

        Fig. 5: The number densities of distant galaxies as functions of K-band 

magnitudes. The numbers are based on the photo-z sample of galaxies in 

the GOODS-N based on MOIRCS deep survey (Kajisawa et al. 2011).

The expected number of Integral-Field Spectroscopy (IFS) units are ~20 

(horizontal dashed line) - 30 per FoV. The number densities of galaxies at 

both redshift ranges with K<22 AB (bright enough for IFS) exceed the 

number of IFS units.

6. Expected Sensitivities

7. Summary and Strategy for the GLAO Legacy Survey

       Fig. 7: Top: images of an sBzK galaxy at z=2.32 with diffraction-limited (DL) AO, GLAO (at 

field center and at 5’ off from center), and natural seeing. Middle: for DL and GLAO, encircled 

energy is shown in red and is compared with that under natural seeing (black). Bottom: for DL 

and GLAO, S/N ratio is shown in red and is compared with that under natural seeing (black). 

With GLAO we see S/N improvement but not significant as in diffraction-limited AO.

        Fig. 8: Sensitivity gains in K-band imaging for sBzK galaxies versus their 

effective radii, under the moderate seeing condition. Colored symbols are for 

GLAO, and open circles show gains with diffraction-limited case. With GLAO 

the magnitude gain is less than 0.2 mag. for large galaxies (reff~3kpc), but for 

compact galaxies it is more than 0.3 mag. GLAO

Diffraction Limited

         Fig. 9: Left: To see how GLAO can improve disclosing morphologies of 

distant galaxies, Sersic index parameters have been measured for 

simulated images of sBzK galaxies. The values with diffraction-limited 

(DL) case and GLAO under good, moderate, and bad seeing conditions are 

shown against the input index values of model galaxies. For GLAO cases 

parameter values with GLAO are shown with red circles, and those with 

natural seeing are shown with black crosses. With GLAO best-fit values 

have large dispersion, while in DL cases index parameters are well 

reproduced. Precise measurement of the Sersic index parameters of distant 

galaxies might to be difficult. Right: On the other hand, effective radii can 

be reproduced fairy well (under good or moderate seeing conditions) and 

show much improvement compared to natural seeing cases.
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Next, we generated kinematic models of z~2 galaxies based on the profiles used in the 

simulations of imaging observation. SEDs of a star-forming galaxy and a passively evolving 

galaxy are adopted to generate input 3D data cubes. These input spectra have been convolved 

with simulated PSFs (diffraction-limited, GLAO, and natural seeing). Then these model 

galaxies have been virtually ‘observed’ to calculate expected output 3D data cube with 

on-source 3 hours integration time. Hα emission have been detected for each spectrum to 

reconstruct kinematics of ‘observed’ galaxies.

Sersic Index Effective Radius

With GLAO, we can expect 1.5 - 2 times sensitivity gain (for point sources) 

over >10 arcmin diameter field of view. Under moderate seeing condition, 

FWHM in K-band will be ~0.2” compared to 0.4” without GLAO.

The numbers of target galaxies with K<22AB are 40 and 20 for 1.3<z<1.7 and 2.1<z<2.6, 

respectively, and 100 and 80 with K<23AB for GLAO Field of View. Such large numbers of 

galaxies can only be covered by massive multi-object Integral Field Spectroscopy or multi-slit 

deep spectroscopy.

Fig. 10: Model intensities for two sBzKs and one pBzK, input images with 

diffraction-limited AO, GLAO, and natural seeing, and Hα S/N ratios with 3 

hours integration. 0.12” sampling, R~2500 spectroscopy with IFS. We see 

significant S/N improvement in GLAO compared to those with natural seeing.

        Fig. 11: Input kinematic models and outputs of observation simulations 

(reconstructed from Hα emission lines) for sBzK galaxies. Also, the obtained rotation 

curves are compared with the input models. Under natural seeing, rotaion curves are 

severely affected by diffusion, while GLAO and diffraction-limited observations 

reproduce input curves fairly well.

         Fig. 12: In order to investigate the ability to detect AGN components in star-forming galaxies, AGN 

spectrum has been added to the central part of an input 3D data cube. The intensity is same as that in 

the original profile or 4x of that. The data were convolved, virtually observed, and line ratios were 

examined and are plotted on the BPT diagram. The effect of contamination by surrounding 

star-forming region is reduced in the GLAO case compared to the natural seeing case.
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Imaging Sensitivities.

Fig. 13: Comparisons of Field-of-View and Sensitivities (for point sources and slightly extended sources) 

between various near-IR instruments. MOIRCS and HAWK-I are (currently) seeing limited NIR 

cameras of Subaru and VLT, respectively. AO188/IRCS is the current Subaru instrument with 

single-conjugate AO (AO188). WISH is a proposed space mission with 1.5m cooled telescope. For point 

sources GLAO will achieve ~0.3-0.4 mag. improvement from seeing-limited observations, but the gain 

will be smaller for extended sources (see ‘4. Imaging Observation Simulations’ above). We also show 

sensitivity comparison of narrow-band (R~70) filters. Thanks to its large mirror aperture, Subaru 

GLAO will achieve deep narrow-band imaging if the wavelength is in between the strong OH lines.

         Fig. 14: Spectroscopic sensitivies versus spectral 

resolution are compared for various facilities. For continuum 

observation, strong OH emission lines prevent us to achieve 

good sensitivity compared to JWST. However, for emission 

line observations, if we choose wavelengths between the 

strong OH lines, we can expect fairly competitive sensitivity.

Spectroscopy Sensitivities.

We now know the outline of the Cosmic Star Formation History, but 

there are a lot of unresolved questions; we (briefly) know what has 

happened in galaxy evolution, but we don’ t know How it has happened.

Key Observations:

(1) Large sample: we need unbiased sample of 

galaxies at various redshifts for statistically 

complete discussions, high dynamical ranges of 

various  parameters  (mass,  age,  SFR,  gas  

properties, environment).

(2) Resolved imaging and spectroscopy: galaxies 

have complex internal structures. We need finer 

views of  morphologies and Integral  Field 

Spectroscopy.

Such observations will  be only enabled by 

Wide-field AO with Multi-object IFS. Subaru 

telescope Next-Gen AO Working Group is 

s t u d y i n g  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  a n d  e x p e c t e d  

performance of GLAO + Multi-IFS. Revealing 

how galaxies evolved could be one of the key 

science objectives for the GLAO system.
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Look-back Tim
e [years] 1<z<3: Peak of Cosmic Star Formation Activities

Current Universe: Beauties of Quiescent Galaxies

What determined the 

morphlogical fate of galaxies?

What is the main driver of 

star-formation - merging or 

cold accretion?

Dependence on environment?

How important are the 

feedback processes?

Is IMF universal?

Law et al. (2009)

Genzel et al. (2011)

Slow decline of 

Star formation activity

* 0.2-0.3 mag. sensitivity improvement from natural seeing cases.

* Larger gain for compact galaxies.

* Significant improment in size measurements.

* More accurate measurement of internal kinematics such as rotations, 

internal structure of velocity dispersions

* Better discrimination of AGN components

* GLAO and wide-field near-IR camera + multi-object integral-field spectrograph will provide us a unique opportunity of 

explolation of distant galaxies with better sensitivities compared to present-day seeing-limited instruments in both imaging 

and spectroscopy, and great multiplicity compared to present-day narrow field-of-view AO systems.

* In 2020s (we expect ELTs start operation then), massive surveys would be one of the effective ways of 8-m class telescope 

operations. Here we propose a legacy survey of galaxies at 1<z<3. In 200-400 nights we would be able to construct 3D 

spectroscopy data set of ~10,000 galaxies, which should lead us to comprehensively understand how galaxies have evolved.
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3. Sample of Galaxies for Observation Simulations
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        Fig. 6: Examples of sBzK galaxies. 

Their spectroscopic redshifts are 

z=2.32 and z=2.53.

K=21.9AB

K=22.8AB
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Star-forming giant clumps and outflows, 

revealed by Integral Field Spectroscopy


